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This section aims at introducing the cultural, civilizational and environmental heritage of fathers and grandparents and 
the importance of preserving wildlife. It highlights as well the important role of those arts types by promoting the environ-
mental awareness and documentation of falconry and equestrian sports, which have a strong connection to Arab 
heritage and human civilization.

ARTS & CRAFTS GUIDELINES

All art pieces should comply with the guidelines/ standards set by the organizing committee for the arts & crafts sector.

Artists should submit a video clip of their painting session no later than 1 July 2022. (All videos can be displayed and 
shared in ADIHEX social media upon artists’ approval).

All art pieces including portraits featuring dignitaries and VIPs will be subject to pre approval from the committee before 
the event.

All participating artworks are reviewed by the selection committee, which is entitled to reject any artwork that does not 
match the nature of the exhibition.

All artists are required to adhere to the general conditions for participation which are mentioned in the exhibition 
website.

All art pieces should also be relevant to this year’s theme:
“SUSTAINABILITY & HERITAGE… A REBORN ASPIRATION”.

All artists must provide their full names with an overview of their curriculum vitae and artwork, and a general summary 
about the participating works clarifying the artist’s experience, with an introductory paragraph on each work (name of 
work - size - material used - price - year of production).

PAINITING CONTENT GUIDELINES

Art Galleries are required to showcase and label each piece of art with the artist’s name and short description of each 
painting attached with an introductory profile (name of work - size - material used - price - year of production)

Artists should declare the price of each art piece and a final price list should be submitted to the organizers who will 
keep it for onsite reference and will be printed at anytime to the disposal of the buyer.

We encourage the artists to paint hunting related animals such as falcons, horses, hares and other wildlife including
their natural habitat, landscapes and any relevant items related to the event theme: “SUSTAINABILITY & HERITAGE… 
A REBORN ASPIRATION”

It is very important for the artwork to have a civilizational message, through recalling the dangers which are threatening 
the species and working together to protect them, and preserving cultural heritage.

An online picture gallery will be at the artists’ disposal in the event website for your inspiration. www.adihex.com

No later than 15 July 2022, artists should share pictures of their art pieces along with the description by email to 
info@adihex.com. Incomplete artwork can be shared as well.


